
Pui Ling School of The Precious Blood 

Class Suspension Learning Tasks (Phase 12) 

Book 4B  Unit 3 (Hong Kong food)  

Grammar Exercise 2 

Class: 4A  Name: ____________________ (    )   Date: ______________ 

A. Jenny and Angus are at the big theme park. They are talking about  

what they would like to do. Fill in the blanks with the correct 

corresponding LETTERS. 

 

A. too  

B. either 

 

      

Jenny ✓  ✓   

Angus ✓  ✓   

     

Jenny would like to read books in the library. 

Angus (1.)    C    read books in the library, (2.)   A   . 

 

Jenny (3.)   D   watch a funny film. 

Angus would not like to watch a funny film, (4.)   B   . 

 

Jenny (5.)   C   play the violin. 

Angus (6.)   C    play the violin, (7.)   A   . 

 

Jenny (8.)   D   go hiking. 

Angus (9.)   D    go hiking, (10.)   B   . 

 

Jenny (11.)   D   play computer games. 

Angus (12.)   D    play computer games, (13.)  B   . 

 

 

C. would like to 

D. would not like to  
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P.2 

B. Christmas is coming. Linda is planning for the Christmas holidays  

with her family. Complete their conversation with ‘would like to’, 

‘either’ and ‘too’. 

 

Mum: Christmas is coming. Where (e.g.)  would   you    like to visit   

(visit), Linda? 

Linda: I (1.)   would like to go   (go) to Japan. I (2.)   would like to try   

 _____________ (try) the sushi and sashimi there. 

Mum: But we visited Japan two years ago. I don’t think this is a good idea. 

Dad: I don’t think so, (3.)   either  . 

Linda: How about Australia? Uncle Tom lives there. I (4.)    would like to 

visit    (visit) him. 

Mum: Good idea! We can see kangaroos. We can see koala bears,  

 (5.)   too  . 

Dad: This is a very good plan for Christmas. 

Mum: Yes, I think so, (6.)  too  . 

 


